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ABSTRACT
This dissertation presents novel algorithms for vehicle path planning in scenarios where the
environment changes. In these dynamic scenarios the path of the vehicle needs to adapt to
changes in the real world. In these scenarios, higher performance paths can be achieved if we
are able to predict the future state of the world, by learning the way it evolves from historical
data. We are relying on recent advances in the field of deep learning and reinforcement
learning to learn appropriate world models and path planning behaviors.
There are many different practical applications that map to this model. In this dissertation
we propose algorithms for two applications that are very different in domain but share
important formal similarities: the scheduling of taxi services in a large city and tracking
wild animals with an unmanned aerial vehicle.
The first application models a centralized taxi dispatch center in a big city. It is a multivariate
optimization problem for taxi time scheduling and path planning. The first goal here is to
balance the taxi service demand and supply ratio in the city. The second goal is to minimize
passenger waiting time and taxi idle driving distance. We design different learning models
that capture taxi demand and destination distribution patterns from historical taxi data.
The predictions are evaluated with real-world taxi trip records. The predicted taxi demand
and destination is used to build a taxi dispatch model. The taxi assignment and re-balance
is optimized by solving a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem.
The second application concerns animal monitoring using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
to search and track wild animals in a large geographic area. We propose two different
path planing approaches for the UAV. The first one is based on the UAV controller solving
Markov decision process (MDP). The second algorithms relies on the past recorded animal
iii
appearances. We designed a learning model that captures animal appearance patterns and
predicts the distribution of future animal appearances. We compare the proposed path
planning approaches with traditional methods and evaluated them in terms of collected
value of information (VoI), message delay and percentage of events collected.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This dissertation presents contributions to the fields of vehicle path planning based on the
knowledge acquired from historical data.
Vehicle path planning can be formulated as an optimization problem. The path planning
goals vary greatly with different applications. In this dissertation, we present two path
planning applications. In the first application we propose a centralized vehicle dispatch
model for taxi scheduling and path planning in a large city. The goal is to balance the
demand and supply ratio over the city as well as to minimize the required number of taxis,
the passengers’ waiting time and the drivers’ idle driving distance. In the second application
we present is about animal monitoring and tracking. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are considered for animal detection and data collection.
The goal is to make the UAVs collect the sensed information as quickly as possible while not
affecting the animal’s life.
A key component in vehicle path planning is state prediction. For instance, if a system can
predict the density of taxi demand, it would be helpful for the drivers to plan their schedules,
even though they are not familiar with different areas of a city. Looking into the future,
self-driving vehicles need to autonomously decide where to look for passengers and balance
the supply-demand ratios over the city without human assistance [1]. To achieve these goals,
robust and efficient prediction models are necessary. In this dissertation, we first propose
different learning models to capture knowledge patterns from historical data, and then pre-
dict future network states for different vehicle path planning tasks. More specifically, in the
taxi dispatch application, taxi scheduling and path planning are based on the taxi demand
and destination prediction. In the animal monitoring application, we do path planning for
1
the UAV by predicting the animal appearance distribution over the whole area.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We first explain our motivation to
propose prediction models for vehicle path planning in Section 1.1. We present a summary
of our contributions in this research domain in Section 1.2. Finally, we include the outline
of the dissertation in Section 1.3.
1.1 Motivation
Predicting the future state of systems often has a practical importance. For instance, with
the prediction of the migration patterns of animals, we can identify the areas that are most
critical for wildlife conservation. To make a prediction, one of the most relevant pieces of
information is the historical data. Historical data can provide us rich insights about how












































b) An airport area
Figure 1.1: Taxi demand pattern in two different areas of New York City.
For instance, if we take a look at the number of taxi requests at two different areas in
2
Figure 1.1, we observe that in a specific area of the city, the historical taxi demand shows a
similar sequential pattern every week. With this repeated demand pattern, we can improve
the taxi service performance by pre-dispatching taxis to specific areas over the city.
Figure 1.2: Movement trajectories of 4 zebras from the ZebraNet dataset.
We show another example on animal movement trajectories in Figure 1.2. Wild animals have
their own movement patterns. They are more likely to stay in a certain location for rest or
roam around in a small area. Animals also often re-visit an area multiple times. Therefore,
observing animals in a region allow us to infer the possibility of future visits in the same
region.
Motivated by these observations, we want to design different learning models to capture the
3
knowledge patterns from historical data. Then, with the learned patterns, we can predict
future network states and do path planning with different goals accordingly.
1.2 Contributions
In this dissertation, we discuss different learning and prediction approaches based on histor-
ical data and then do path planning with the predicted results. Our major contributions are
as follows:
Taxi demand and destination distribution learning and prediction. We propose
a real-time method for predicting taxi demands and destinations in different areas of a city.
We divide a large city into smaller areas and aggregate the number of taxi requests (from
historical data) in each area during a time period (e.g. 30 minutes). Thus, past taxi data
becomes a data sequence of the number of taxi requests in each area.
For the taxi demand prediction, we train a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [2] recurrent
neural network (RNN) with the sequential data. The network input is the current taxi
demand and other relevant information while the output is the demand in the next time
step. The relevant information includes Date & Time, Day of week, Weather and Drop-offs.
For the destination prediction we found that the destination distribution is multi-modal.
This motivates us to use Mixture Density Networks (MDNs) [3], developed by Christopher
Bishop, that are designed to model real-valued multi-modal distributions. We design a
prediction model with MDNs on top of a feed-ford neural network. The output of this model
is the predicted parameters of a mixture of Gaussian kernels. Then we can sample from it
to get the predicted destinations.
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Taxi dispatch center with predicted demand and destination. Based on the pre-
dicted demand and destination distribution, we present a taxi dispatch system in which the
predicted results are used for the taxi reallocation towards the future supply-demand balance
in the city. The optimal taxi assignment and reallocation strategy is obtained by solving a
mixed-integer program (MIP) whose objective is to minimize the total idle driving distances
while serving all the coming requests as soon as possible. We validate our dispatch system
with taxi trip data from 2016 in New York City.
Animal monitoring with Markov decision process (MDP). We present a path
planning model for the UAV on animal monitoring in wildlife areas. In this application,
static sensor networks are deployed for animal detection. The UAV visits the clusters of
sensor nodes for data collection purpose. We propose different MDP-based path planning
approaches for the UAV to maximize the collected value of information (VoI) [4]. The
proposed model is evaluated using real-world mobility traces of zebras.
Animal monitoring with appearance prediction based on historical data. We
present another path planning model for the UAV on the animal monitoring application.
First, we train a neural network that learns the animal appearance patterns from the collected
historical data. Second, we use the model to predict the future probability distribution of
animal appearance. Finally, we propose a traveling salesman problem (TSP)-based path




This dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 presents the problem descriptions and an overview of the proposed approaches.
Chapter 2 conducts a review of the literature related to taxi demand and destination pre-
diction, taxi dispatch center modeling; path planning for mobile sinks in wireless sensor
networks, and animal monitoring with sensor networks.
Chapter 3 shows details about the taxi demand and destination distribution prediction mod-
els. This chapter includes description of data processing, feature selection and the predicted
results evaluation on two different prediction models.
Chapter 4 describes the taxi dispatch model based on the predicted taxi demand and des-
tination from Chapter 3. We present and evaluate the taxi request assignment method and
taxi dispatch strategy towards demand-supply balance.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we show two path planning approaches for the UAV on the animal
monitoring application. In Chapter 5, we present a Markov decision process (MDP) based
path planning approach for the UAV. The outcomes of the MDP approach is analyzed in
details and compared with other path planning approaches.
Chapter 6 presents a path planning approach for the UAV based on the animal appearance
prediction. The proposed approach is compared with the greedy algorithm and the traveling
salesmen problem (TSP)-based path planning heuristics in terms of the collected value of
information.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and describes plans for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
2.1 Taxi demand and destination prediction using historical taxi data
There are few previous research works conducted on taxi demand prediction. Zhang et al. [5]
propose a passenger hot-spots recommendation system for taxi drivers. By analyzing the
historical taxi data, they extract hot-spots in each time-step and assign a hotness score to
each of them. This hotness score is predicted in each time-step and combined with the
driver’s location, the top − k hot-spots would be recommended. Zhao et al. [6] define a
maximum predictability for the taxi demand at street blocks level. They show the real
entropy of past taxi demand sequence which proves that taxi demand is highly predictable.
They also implement three prediction algorithms to validate their maximum predictability
theory. Moreira-Matias et al. [7] propose a framework consisting of three different prediction
models. In each time step, the predicted demand is a weighted ensemble of predictions from
three models. The ensemble weights are updated with individual prediction performances
of previous time steps in a sliding window. Their framework can make short term demand
prediction for the 63 taxi stands in the city of Porto, Portugal. Davis et al. [8] use time-series
modeling to forecast taxi travel demand in the city of Bengaluru, India. This information
can be given to the drivers in a mobile application so that they know where the demand is
higher.
Taxi destination prediction is more complex than the demand prediction because it contains
more uncertainty. Some well-performing models are using a small window of GPS traces to
predict the destination of each trip [9]. We consider a different scenario in which we predict
possible destinations for future taxi trips without relying on their GPS traces. In some
dispatch systems [10] the destination estimation is sampled from a normalized distribution
7
of destinations. However, the distribution is simply the historical average of the destinations.
More prediction applications using historical taxi information can be found on topics such
as taxi demand, sharing, travel time and destination. Xu et al. propose different learning
models to capture the patterns of historical taxi demand and destination distributions in
each area over a city [11, 1, 12]. Yuan et al. [13] present a recommender system for taxi
drivers and people expecting to take a taxi. They do this recommendation by learning from
GPS traces of taxis and also mobility pattern of passengers. Ma et al. [14] propose a taxi
ride-sharing system that efficiently serves real-time requests sent by taxi users. Rong et
al. [15] model the passenger seeking taxis as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and propose
a method to increase the revenue efficiency of taxi drivers. Azevedo et al. [16] look further in
the future and investigate the problem of improving the mobility intelligence of self-driving
vehicles through a large-scale data analysis. Jing et al. [17] take a different approach and
make recommendations to passengers where they can find taxis easier by analyzing GPS
traces of taxis. For a more extensive survey on different approaches to analyze and learn
from taxi GPS traces, the reader is referred to a survey [18] that focuses on this topic.
2.2 Taxi dispatch center modeling
Given the estimated future demand and destination, different intelligent transportation sys-
tems have been proposed. Alonso-Mora et al. [10] propose a taxi dispatch system considers
dynamic vehicle routing to provide ride-sharing in a city. Future taxi demand probability
distribution is also estimated in their system to further improve the dispatch performance.
Zhang et al. [19] propose a real-time taxi dispatch application. Two types of passengers
are defined to model real-time taxi demand: previously left-behind, and passengers arriving
shortly. A demand inference model called Dmodel is designed with hidden Markov chain to
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describe the state changes of passengers. Miao et al. [20] propose a dispatching framework
for balancing taxi supply in a city. Their goal is to match taxi demand and supply and min-
imize taxi idle driving distance. In their work, the next time-step taxi demand is calculated
by the mean value of repeated samples from historical data.
Transportation system with ride-sharing is also a recent popular topic with the hope of
improving the utilization of taxis. Chen et al. [21] propose a system for vehicle dispatch
and ride-sharing. The goal is to balance the taxi supply-demand ratio while minimizing the
idle mileage. Ride-sharing is achieved by solving the taxis schedule with a Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP). Lin et al. [22] present a dispatch system for transportation hubs with
steady passenger streams. In their work, virtual demand pools, passengers walking time,
and ride-sharing mechanism are considered. Trips pairing and taxi scheduling are done by a
specific MatchMaking model in their system. Similar studies based on ride-sharing systems
are conducted in [23, 24].
2.3 Path planning for mobile sinks in wireless sensor networks
Mobile sinks provide great advantages in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) such as distribut-
ing the energy consumption throughout the network and increasing network lifetime. The
common goal of path planning for mobile sinks is to maximize the information collected
while minimizing travel time.
The value of information (VoI) is such metric that should be maximized as a result of data
collection for more accurate and timely decisions. VoI, which was originally formulated for
intruder tracking sensor networks [25, 26], has also been applied within the underwater sensor
networks domain for path planning [4, 27, 28, 29], scheduling [30, 31], and resurfacing [32]
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of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
Mobile sinks can either visit each sensor node directly or just visit a subset of them. Cheng et
al. [33] propose a path planning approach for a mobile sink based on the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). Instead of visiting each sensor, the mobile sink only visits a set of virtual
points which are actually overlapping areas of communication ranges of sensors. Hollinger
et al. [34] address path planning for autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to collect data
from an underwater sensor network. Each AUV needs to collect as much data as possible
while considering fuel expenditure, i.e., the travel time. Salarian et al. [35] propose a path
planning approach for the mobile sink called weighted rendezvous planning (WRP) to collect
data from the set of rendezvous points (RPs) with the aim of minimizing energy consumption.
Li et al. [36] propose a path planning strategy for the UAV/UGV based on genetic algorithm
with the goal of building a ground map and plan an efficient and feasible path for disaster
rescue. Sangare et al. [37] propose a Markov decision process (MDP) based path planning
approach for a Mobile Energy Station (MES) to recharge wireless-powered sensors in order
to minimize the average data loss of sensors due to out of power.
Research on mobile sinks to accomplish other tasks is also well investigated. Ma et al. [38]
use one SenCar as a mobile sink for data collection in a static sensor network. Their research
reveals the effects of traveling path on network lifetime in a given network. They propose
a heuristic algorithm for planning the traveling path such that traffic load can be balanced.
Turgut and Bölöni [39, 40, 41] investigated transmission scheduling problem in order to
make the right decisions since it has significant impact on the performance and lifetime of
the node. Rahmatizadeh et al. [42, 43] study sink mobility in virtual coordinates domain
and propose a routing strategy to minimize energy consumption while notifying the nodes
about the latest location of the sink. Wang et al. [44] introduces m-limited forwarding algo-
rithm to reduce the power consumption of the nodes and improve the routing performance
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through forwarding packets to the limited set of nodes. Solmaz and Turgut [45, 46] propose
positioning approaches for multiple mobile sinks to optimize event coverage using WSNs.
Basagni et al. [27] investigate the problem of maximizing value of information in underwater
sensor networks. They formulate the problem using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
model for path planning of underwater vehicles. Their method achieves better results in
terms of value of information compared to a greedy heuristic.
2.4 Monitoring animals in sensor networks
Monitoring animals can be viewed as specific applications of object tracking problems. Its
main goal is to track certain animals in a monitored area and reporting their location and
other information to the applications users [47]. Many tracking technologies have been
proposed and implemented by engineers and wildlife researchers [48, 47, 49, 50]. One main
technology is the wearable GPS-based animal tracking devices. Juang et al. [48] present
their ZebraNet project in which a low-power wireless system is built for position tracking of
zebras. Tracking devices are placed on zebras and record zebras’ GPS positions periodically.
In their research, they investigate system design ideas, communication protocols between
tracking devices, and how sensor specifications such as battery lifetime and weight limit
the system performance. In addition, some recent research [51, 52, 53] on animal behavior
gather animal movement data by using wearable GPS devices. Although remote sensing can
be used for sensing different types of data from a large area [54, 55], sensor networks seem
to be a more feasible and reliable choice for animal monitoring.
In recent years, camera sensor networks emerge due to the advancements in hardware tech-
nology which provides sufficient bandwidth for transferring multimedia data. Camera sensor
networks greatly promote wild-life research by providing much more animal related infor-
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mation such as image, sound and video. He et al. [56] develop integrated camera-sensor
networking systems and deploy them at large scales for collaborative wildlife monitoring and
tracking. They aimed to solve animal species recognition problem by using machine learning
methods to train a model based on large number of images. Similar studies based on camera
sensor networks are conducted in [57] [58].
In addition, UAVs are being increasingly used as sensor nodes for monitoring various species
in nature. Xu et al. propose a Markov decision process (MDP) based path planning strategy
for an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) under the application scenario animal monitoring [59].
In their another work, path planning approach for the UAV based on animal appearance
distribution prediction [60] is also presented. Akbas et al. [61] capture and monitor the social
interactions of the complex social network of gorillas - resulting fAPEbook, a generated social
directory of the ape troop. Tuna et al. [62] propose to use UAVs for deployment of sensor
nodes for post-disaster monitoring. Hodgson et al. [63] use ScanEagle UAVs to survey marine
mammals. Their results indicate that UAVs are not limited by sea conditions as sightings
from manned surveys. Chamoso et al. [64] propose to use UAVs for scanning large areas of
livestock systems.
Using visual recognition techniques, the recorded images are used to count and monitor
animal species. Akbas et al. [65, 66] propose the use of aerial sensor networks consisting of
UAVs for volcanic eruption monitoring. They propose positioning approaches for multiple
UAVs based on the Valence Shell Electron (VSEPR) model of molecular geometries. Our
study differs from the aforementioned ones as we propose using UAV as a major element
of the WSNs for monitoring purpose. Brust et al. [67] propose 3D virtual forces clustering
algorithm (VBCA), which is inspired by the VSEPR model [66], for autonomous positioning
of aerial drone networks. The virtual forces gives an opportunity to drones to to self-organize.
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CHAPTER 3: TAXI DEMAND AND DESTINATION
PREDICTION
In this chapter, we propose two learning models to capture the patterns of historical taxi
demand and destination distributions in each area over a city [11, 1, 12]. The trained models
can make real-time prediction on future taxi demands and destinations distribution for the
whole city.
Traditional transportation systems with all the comfort that provides to humans, still face
serious challenges due to the rapid growing traffic and inefficient dispatch operation. For
instance, taxi drivers often drive for a long time to pickup a passenger and passengers often
need to wait for a long time before a taxi picks them up. In addition to the wasted times,
this will lead to a wide variety of problems such as more fuel consumption, traffic congestion,
and air pollution [21]. To address these problems, intelligent transportation systems such as
vehicle rebalance and ridesharing systems are proposed by the researchers. To make these
systems more efficient, we need to understand and predict the demand of the passengers
since these systems highly rely on the future demand patterns. Previous studies [5, 6, 19, 7]
have shown that historical taxi trip data can provide rich insights about how taxi demand
varies from area to area and time to time. In addition, the destination prediction also
plays an important role in a transportation system as it provides more detailed vehicle fleet
distribution information for a dispatch center. We can also look a bit ahead and consider the
future where self-driving vehicles need to autonomously decide where to look for passengers
and also to balance the supply-demand ratios over the city without human help [1]. To
achieve these, robust and efficient prediction models are necessary and also can be of great
help to passengers, human drivers, and autonomous vehicles.
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3.1 Network Setting and Data Process
In this application, we use the historical taxi data [68] from New York City (NYC) to
demonstrate and evaluate our prediction models. Table 3.1 shows some raw records of taxi
pickups from the NYC taxi trip dataset.
Table 3.1: Pieces of raw taxi pickup data.
Pickup datetime Pickup latitude Pickup longitude
2016-06-01 02:46:38 40.695178985595703 -73.930580139160156
2016-06-01 02:55:26 40.792552947998047 -73.946929931640625
2016-06-01 02:50:36 40.823955535888672 -73.944534301757813
2016-06-01 02:57:04 40.823871612548828 -73.95220947265625
We first divide the entire city into small areas. There are several ways for such division such
as dividing based on zip code. However, the resulting areas by this type of division are too
large. For instance, the area size of Brooklyn in New York City is 180km2, while there are
37 different zip codes in Brooklyn. This leads to an average of 4.86 km2 for each zip code
area. It is desired to predict taxi demand in small areas so that the drivers know exactly
where to go. However, on the other side, learning to predict taxi demand in very small areas
is difficult. So, we need to select an area size which is both easy to predict and sufficiently
accurate for the drivers.
In this application, we use the Geohash library [69] which can divide a geographical area
into smaller subareas with arbitrary precision. Geohash is a geocoding system that has a
hierarchical spatial data structure which subdivides space into buckets of grid shape. An
example of using Geohash library to encode different pairs of (latitude, longitude) data:








In Eq. 3.2, (latitude, longitude) pairs encoded with precision 7 will be converted to ′dr5rt8m′,
and the one encoded with precision 6 will be identified by code ′dr5rt8′. In Geohash, each
code represents a divided area. After encoding all the taxi trip GPS information, coordinates
locate in the same area have the same geohash code - this can be seen from the last three
pairs in Eq. 3.2. In addition, neighboring areas share the same code prefix.
In this way, we can quickly divide the entire city into areas with arbitrary size and have
the taxi demand sequence in each area. In our experiment, we use taxi data from 1/1/2013
through 6/30/2016 at NYC, which includes around 600 millions taxi trips after data filtering.
We divide the entire city into around 6500 small areas with precision 7 and for each area,
we count the number of taxi pickups at each time-step. We also test our model on precision
6 which divides the city into about 1000 areas.
3.2 Taxi demand prediction
In this section, we propose a taxi demand predictor that can predict taxi demand in any
target area of the city in the next hours, days and weeks. For any given area, the past taxi
demand can be treated as a sequence.
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Fig. 3.1 shows taxi demand at two different places in New York City over a period as long
as a week. We observe that in a specific area of the city, the historical taxi demand shows a
predictable sequential pattern every week. Motivated by observing this pattern, we design












































b) An airport area
Figure 3.1: Taxi demand patterns in two different areas.
We first divide a day into discretized time-steps {t0, t1, ...tmax} where ti is the ith time-step
of a day. Note that the time-step length is a hyper-parameter. Second, for each area, we
count the number of taxi requests in each time-step. Fig. 3.2 shows the input and output
data structures in one time-step. For time-step ti, the input data xi consists of two parts:
[fi, ei]. fi represents potential affecting factors such as date, day of the week, time-step in the
day and weather. We use the official historical weather information of NYC from National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). ei represents the number of pickups in
each area and its length is the number of small areas in the entire city.
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Figure 3.2: Input and output data structure for taxi demand prediction.
3.2.1 Taxi demand prediction - LSTM model
To build a sequence learning model, we use one of the best Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs): Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). As shown in Fig. 3.3, the input data to the
model at time-step ti is [xi−seq, ...xi−1, xi]. The meaning of seq here is that we are using
previous seq time-steps data to predict next time-step data. seq is a hyper-parameter that
is set large enough to enable the network to learn long-term dependencies. Given the input
data at ti, the network predicts the output y
′
i, the number of requests in each area at the
next time-step. To train the network using stochastic gradient descent, we try to minimize
the mean squared difference between the predicted y′i and the ground-truth demand yi.
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Figure 3.3: The LSTM taxi demand pattern learning model.
The regression model above can provide great prediction results towards future taxi demand.
However, we can further improve its performance by considering stochastic factors in real-
valued data.
3.2.2 Taxi demand prediction - LSTM-MDN model
The most successful application of neural networks has been achieved on classification tasks.
When it comes to predicting real-valued data, the choice of network structure is very im-
portant. The idea of mixture density networks (MDNs) [3] is to use the outputs of a neural
network to parameterize a mixture distribution. Unlike the model with mean squared error
(MSE) cost which is deterministic, MDNs can model stochastic behaviors. They can be
used in prediction applications in which an output may have multiple possible outcomes.
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In our application, rather than directly predicting the number of taxi requests, the neural
network outputs the parameters of a mixture model. These parameters are the mean and
variance of each Gaussian kernel and also the mixing coefficient of each kernel which shows
how probable that kernel is. Given the parameters of the mixture distribution, we can draw
a sample from it and use this sample as the final prediction.
The sequence learning model is created based on an LSTM recurrent neural network and
the MDNs. Fig. 3.4 shows the structure of the unrolled LSTM-MDN learning model.
Figure 3.4: The LSTM-MDN learning model unrolled through time-steps.
In Fig. 3.4, the total unrolling length is a hyper-parameter that can be set according to
testing scenario. LSTM can encode the useful information of the past in a single or multiple
layers. The input to each layer is the output of the previous layer concatenated with the
network input. Each LSTM layer predicts its output based on its current input and its
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internal state. The concatenation of outputs of all layers will be used to predict the output
of the network which will be compared with yt, the real demand value from the dataset, to
form the error signal. We use two LSTM layers in which each layer contains 1200 − 1500
neurons based on the specific testing scenario.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, the output of LSTM layers are mixture density parameters with
the total number of M × (N + 2) in which M is the number of Gaussian kernels, and
N is the number of areas in the city. For each Gaussian kernel, we have N neurons for
the means µk(x), one neuron for the variances σk(x), and another neuron for the mixing
coefficient wk(x). To satisfy the constraint
∑M
k=1wk(x) = 1, the corresponding neurons are
passed through a softmax function. The softmax function is regularly used in multiclass
classification methods to “squash” a vector of n arbitrary real values z into a set of values







The neurons corresponding to the variances σk(x) are passed through an exponential function
and the neurons corresponding to the means µk(x) are used without any further changes.






where gk(yt|x) is the kth multivariate Gaussian kernel. Note that both the mixing coefficient
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and the Gaussian kernels are conditioned on the complete history of the inputs till current











where the vector µk(x) is the center of k
th kernel. We do not calculate the full covariance
matrices for each kernel, since this form of Gaussian mixture model is general enough to









Figure 3.5: The LSTM-MDN model perform one prediction for time t+ 1.
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After the model is trained, we can make a prediction for time-step t + 1 by inputting taxi
demand at time-step t. As we can see in Fig. 3.5, we use the output which is the mixture
density parameters to parameterize a Gaussian mixture distribution. A sample can then be
drawn from this distribution and this sample would be the prediction of the next time-step
taxi demand, êt+1. This prediction can be repeated in a loop to predict taxi demand for
multiple time-steps.
3.2.3 Taxi demand prediction - LSTM-MDN-Conditional model
In the LSTM-MDN model, the probability distribution of taxi demands in all areas are
predicted at the same time-step. This means that prediction in each area is conditioned
on all areas of all previous time-steps. However, the taxi demand in an area might not
only be related to the past, but also to the taxi demands of other areas in current time-
step. So instead of outputting a joint distribution for all areas in a single time-step, we
ask the network to predict the conditional distribution of each area at a single time-step.
This approach has been adopted in other works such as in Pixel RNNs [71] and Neural
Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE) [72]. Fig. 3.6 shows the idea of generating
yit conditioned on all the previously predicted demands left. Here y
i
t represents the predicted
taxi demand in area i at time-step t.
Figure 3.6: Generation of conditional distributions sequentially.
We call this approach LSTM-MDN-Conditional model. It has the same input xt as the
LSTM-MDN mode, but each xt only leads to one area taxi demand output. Unlike predicting
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taxi demands for all areas in LSTM-MDN mode, this model sequentially predicts demand
for each area in a conditional way. Fig. 3.7 shows the unrolled LSTM-MDN-Conditional
model structure for one time-step prediction.
Figure 3.7: The unrolled LSTM-MDN-Conditional model for one time-step prediction.
This LSTM-MDN-Conditional model not only learns demand patterns from past taxi data,
but also takes into account current demands in other areas. Training such a model takes
much longer time than the LSTM-MDN model because the LSTM needs to be unrolled for
much longer time-steps. For a city with N areas, the model needs to be unrolled N times
more compared to the LSTM-MDN model.
With the trained model, we can predict taxi demands for all areas in future. Fig. 3.8 shows
a density map of real and predicted taxi demands over the entire city. As we can see that
red areas show high demand while yellow areas show lower demand. The figure illustrates
that the difference between the predicted and the real demand is very small.
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Figure 3.8: The density map of real demand and the predicted demand.
3.3 Taxi destination prediction
Destination prediction is much harder than the demand prediction because it contains much
more uncertainty. Some existing works [9] are using a small window of GPS traces to predict
the destination of each trip. We consider a different scenario in which we predict possible
destinations for future taxi trips without relying on their GPS traces. We solve it as a
distribution prediction problem from a statistical perspective.
Consider a trip request from one of the areas, its destination can be any area in the city. The
data distribution is multi-modal, i.e. for each input there are multiple possible outputs. This
motivates us to use Mixture Density Networks (MDNs), developed by Christopher Bishop [3]
that is designed to model real-valued multi-modal distributions. The idea behind MDN is to
use the output of a neural network to predict the parameters of a mixture Gaussian kernels.
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Note that Gaussian kernels have a different set of parameters in each area. With the learned
parameters, we can sample the destination predictions for each taxi trip.
To build a distribution learning model, we first extract each trip information from historical
taxi dataset, which contains time-stamp, pickup location, and dropoff location. Then we
encode it into a data structure shown in Fig. 3.9. One of the advantages of using Geohash
library is that the encoded neighboring areas will stay close when we sort them. Each trip is
converted into a pair of data point [xk, yk], where k represents the trip index in the dataset.
xk consists of the pickup area and the corresponding factors such as time step since the
beginning of the day, day of the week and weather. yk represents the destination area of this
trip.
Figure 3.9: Input and output data structure for destination prediction.
Fig. 3.10 shows the designed distribution learning model. The goal is to learn the parameters
of mixture of Gaussians for each area. As shown in Fig. 3.10, we feed xk to a fully connected
neural network. The expected output is a vector of distribution parameters with length
3 ×M . M is the number of Gaussian kernels, which is a hyper-parameter. Each Gaussian
kernel consist of 3 variables [ω, µ, σ]. ω is the mixing coefficient, µ is the mean and σ is the
standard deviation.
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Figure 3.10: Taxi destination distribution learning model.









where φm{y, µm(x), σm(x)} is the mth Gaussian kernel. It can be represented as:










For each pair [xk, yk] in the training dataset, we can calculate the cost based on the predicted
distribution versus the actual value, and then attempt to minimize the sum of all the costs
combined. Fig. 3.11 (a,b) show two examples of destination distributions start from two
different areas. The time period is 30 mins. We cluster neighboring areas sorted by Geohash
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into different bins for better visualization. The horizontal axis represents the area index while
the vertical axis represents the number of dropoffs in the area. Fig. 3.11 (c,d) shows the
corresponding predicted distributions. As we can see, there are some differences compared
to the real distributions in Fig. 3.11 (a,b) but overall the differences are small.















a) Real distribution in area I















b) Real distribution in area II















c) Predicted distribution in area I















d) Predicted distribution in area II
Figure 3.11: Real and predicted destination distributions of two different start areas.
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3.4 Prediction models evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed taxi demand and destination prediction models.
The evaluation is conducted with the New York City (NYC) taxi trip dataset [68]. There
are two kinds of cabs in NYC: the yellow cabs, which operate mostly in Manhattan, and
the green cabs, which operate mostly in the suburbs. The dataset contains taxi trips from
January 2009 through June 2016 for both yellow and green cabs. Each taxi trip has a pickup
time and location information.
3.4.1 Experimental setup
In this evaluation, we use the most recent 3.5 years data in NYC taxi dataset: from January
2013 through June 2016, which contains over 600 million taxi trips after data filtering. We
use 80% of the data for training and keep the remaining 20% for validation. The network
model is implemented in Blocks [73] framework that is built on top of Theano [74]. We stop
the training when the validation error does not change for 20 epochs. The training takes 2-4
hours on a GTX 1080 for each of the experiments. After the training, the time that takes
for the network to predict the demand is less than a second. Note that the prediction time
is more important than the training time. This is because the model can be trained once
but once deployed it needs to predict the demand in a loop to provide this information in
real-time.
Theoretically, LSTM can be trained using arbitrary sequence lengths. However, constrained
by the computational power, we use every one week data as a sequence and cut it into time-
steps with different lengths. For example, if the time-step length is 60mins, the sequence
length would be 24 × 7. If the time-step length is 20mins, the sequence length would be
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24× 3× 7. For the 60mins case, the encoded input data shape is (182, 168, 6494) in which
182 is the total number of sequences in the dataset, i.e., number of weeks in the 3.5 years,
168 is the sequence length: 24× 7, and 6494 is the number of features consisting of number
of areas, impacting factors such as date, day of the week and other information. Table 3.2
includes the list of parameters in the experiments.
Table 3.2: Experimental parameters
Area/grid size ≤ 153m× 153m
Data of each sequence 1 week data
Time-step length 5/10/20/30/60 mins
Sequence length 2016/1008/504/336/168
Number of sequences 182
Number of areas (N) 6424
Number of hidden layers 1-2
Number of nodes in each hidden layer 1200-1500
Number of mixture Gaussian kernels 10-20
3.4.2 Performance metrics and baselines
To systematically examine the performance of our prediction approach, we include results
with two widely used prediction error metrics: Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(sMAPE) [7, 75] and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [76, 77]. Yi,t is the real taxi demand
in area i at time-step t, while Ŷi,t is the predicted taxi demand. The sMAPE and RMSE in



















The constant c in Eq. 3.9 is a small number (c = 1 in this application) to avoid division by
zero when both Yi,t and Ŷi,t are 0. Similarly, when evaluating the prediction performance


















Here N is the total number of areas in the city. RMSE shows the difference of the predicted
value from the real value while the sMAPE describes a percentile error.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed models, we compare the outcomes with pre-
diction approaches based on another two strategies: the fully connected feed-forward neural
networks and naive statistic average.
Fully connected feed-forward neural network predictor
Feed-forward neural networks are commonly used for classification and regression problems.
Feed-forward neurons have connections from their input to their output. The main difference
between feed-forward neural networks and recurrent neural networks is that in RNNs, the
recurrent connection from the output to the input at next time-step makes the network
capable of storing information. In this approach, the layers are fully connected which means
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that neurons between two adjacent layers are all connected together.
Naive statistic average predictor
This approach predicts based on the mean value of past demands in a sliding-window. For
example, if it is 10:00 am on Monday, the predicted value would be the average of demands at
10:00 am in the past 5 Mondays. While we use the term “naive”, even this approach requires
the maintenance of long term, detailed statistics of both spatial and temporal distributions
of pickups. It is very likely a good approximation of what taxi companies are currently
deploying.
3.4.3 Prediction performance
First, we report prediction sMAPE and RMSE over the entire city (all prediction areas). Sec-
ond, we show the prediction performance at some specific areas as time passes. Lastly, we
analyze the importance of different impacting factors on prediction performance. For the four
different predictors based on LSTM-MDN-Conditional, LSTM-MDN, fully connected feed-
forward neural networks and naive statistic average, we respectively use LSTM-C, LSTM,
FC and Naive for short. We do not include the LSTM-C predictor in the entire city perfor-
mance comparison. We only evaluate the LSTM-C model on specific areas. This is because
conditioning only neighboring areas on each other should be enough. Two areas that are far
from each other most probably will not affect each other. In addition, if we condition more
areas on each other, LSTM will have a difficult time relating the events that happen many
time-steps away from each other.
Performance over the entire city
To evaluate the prediction performance over the entire city which includes about 6500 ar-
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eas, we compare the performance of the LSTM predictor, the FC predictor and the Naive




































Figure 3.12: Demand prediction performance of different approaches according to sMAPE.
We report sMAPE and RMSE over the entire city in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. As we can
see, though they are different prediction error metrics, they share some common patterns.
For instance, both of them reach the minimum values at about 3am and peak at about 8am
and 10pm. In both figures, LSTM shows better performance in prediction than the FC and
Naive predictors.
In Fig. 3.12, sMAPE shows the mean absolute percentage error, which gives us a way to
calculate the prediction accuracy and observe that it is more than 80%. In Fig. 3.13, RMSE
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shows the root mean squared difference between the predicted demands and the real de-
mands. Note that, to the real demands in different areas, we have min = 0, max = 535 and





































Figure 3.13: Demand prediction performance of different approaches according to RMSE.
Fig. 3.14 reports the error bar of prediction RMSE over the entire city, with the standard
deviation in one week. We show this RMSE with different time-step lengths in the LSTM
predictor. Basically, smaller time-step length means smaller number of pickups in each time
slot, which does affect the final RMSE. To avoid this, we sum up the predicted number of
pickups every 60mins. As we can see in Fig. 3.14, the model has the minimum RMSE at
time-step length either 10 or 20mins. Overall, the RMSEs are very close under different
time-step lengths.
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Figure 3.14: Demand prediction RMSE with different time-step lengths. With the real
number of pickups, min = 0, max = 535 and standard deviation σ = 12.0.
Fig. 3.15 reports the destination prediction performance. It can be seen that Gaussian mix-
ture model performs better than the normalized average-based method. Besides, since our
prediction is sampled from a continuous distribution, if we accept neighboring areas as cor-
rect predictions, we achieve better results as shown in Fig. 3.15 (Prediction-GM-Neighbors).
Note that predicting neighboring areas as destination is still acceptable and useful for our
taxi dispatch application since the taxi is very close to the target area.
On the other hand, considering Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.15 we observe that interestingly both
of them have a small value at around 4:00am. This however means that demand prediction
achieves the best performance (lowest error) while destination prediction hits its worst accu-
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racy during that time period. The reason could be that the total number of requests is low
and mainly from crowded areas such as airports and bars, but the corresponding destinations


















































Figure 3.15: Destination prediction performance of different approaches according to accu-
racy.
Performance at specific areas
We compare the prediction performances of LSTM-C, LSTM, FC and the Naive predictors
in specific areas. First of all, we select two areas that their taxi demands in a week are shown
in Fig. 3.16-a and Fig. 3.16-b. The reason we select these two areas is that both of them show
regular demand patterns on both weekdays and weekends. The first area is a working area
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while the second area is one of the most popular areas (in terms of taxi requests) according
to our analysis of all the past taxi data in NYC. The first area is close to the intersection of
West 40rd Street and 9th Ave. in downtown while the second area is close to the intersection











































































LSTM-C LSTM FC Naive
Figure 3.16: Comparison in areas with different demand patterns.
The time-step length used here is 60mins in both areas. The right part of Fig. 3.16 shows
the prediction sMAPE of each day in both areas. We include continuous 5 weeks prediction
results and show each standard deviation with an error bar.
As we can see from Fig. 3.16, in both areas, LSTM-C and LSTM models outperform FC and
Naive models in most days. This proves LSTM is good at learning sequential information,
even though the sequence length is as long as a week. LSTM-C can give more accurate
prediction results than the LSTM, because it considers both past information and current
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conditional information of other areas. But it requires a lot of computational power to train
such a conditional model. FC sometimes results in larger errors than the Naive predictor
due to the irregularities in sequence patterns.
Importance of impacting factors
The impacting factors in our model include date & time, day of week, weather and drop-offs.
Date & time includes year, month, date and time of each time-step. Day of week represents
which day of week that time-step is. Weather includes 4 different types: rain, snow, fog
and thunder. We get the official weather information of NYC from National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). It includes climate observations from three land-based
stations in the city. We also include the number of drop-offs as an impacting factor to see if
there is any relation between the pickups and drop-offs in each area. To show the impacts of
these inputs on prediction performance, we conduct two experiments which are implemented
on the LSTM-MDN model as we evaluate the prediction performance for the entire city.
Table 3.3: Model with different impacting factors: I
Model Model input Model output
Model A Pickups Next time-step demand
Model B Date & Time Next time-step demand
Model C Day of week Next time-step demand
Model D Weather Next time-step demand
Model E Drop-offs Next time-step demand
In experiment I, we show the impact of each single factor on prediction performance. We
design different models, shown in Table 3.3, with each single factor as model input. The
control group is the model with only past taxi pickups as input. All models are expected
to output the next time-step taxi demand in the city. We the train each model and the





























Figure 3.17: Prediction performance on different single impacting factors.
As shown in Fig. 3.17, pickup is the most valuable information in making future taxi demand
prediction. In model B and C, since no past taxi trip information is provided, the models
are trying to remember the mapping from the input to the real taxi demand at each time-
step. In this case, LSTM works similar to the feed-forward neural networks. Model D has
the worst performance due to two reasons: it is hard for the model to make a taxi demand
prediction only based on a weather information and having climate information from three
land-based observations only may not be a good descriptor of the whole city. In model E,
we use number of drop-offs in each area as input. It is interesting to find out it can give a
prediction performance close to model C, which means that the drop-offs pattern has a close
relation to the pickups pattern. However, the drop-off information is not as useful as pickup
information. This is because the network needs to remember the drop-off information for
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later use. But, the pickup information is the most informative feature probably because it
does not change much in one time-step (from input to output).
Table 3.4: Model with different impacting factors: II
Model Model input Model output
Model A Pickups Next time-step demand
Model B Pickups + Date & Time Next time-step demand
Model C Pickups + Day of week Next time-step demand
Model D Pickups + Weather Next time-step demand
Model E Pickups + Drop-offs Next time-step demand
Model F Pickups + All factors Next time-step demand
In experiment II, we add impacting factors to the number of pickups as model inputs to see
if they really improve the prediction accuracy. Table 3.4 shows the input to each model. In
the last group model F, we include pickups and all impacting factors as input.
Fig. 3.18 shows each model’s prediction performance. It can be seen that all the models
have close performances. The reason is that pickup information is so informative that makes
the effect of other factors very small. Model D and E have the worst performance compared
with other models. In model F, we include all impacting factors. As we can see, the
median prediction error is about 17%, which means a median accuracy of around 83% can
be obtained.
Overall, the experimental results show that LSTM-C and LSTM outperform the other pre-
diction approaches. This is because LSTM can see and process information in the previous
time-steps. For instance, if a group of people request taxis to go to a concert, it will remem-
ber this information and use it to predict that after a couple of hours there would be almost
the same number of requests in the concert area. The FC network can find the best map-
ping from the time and geographical information to the number of requests without having
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access to the demand in the previous time-steps. So this limitation causes larger errors in
its prediction. The Naive approach is even more restricted since it has access to only a small

















































Figure 3.18: Prediction performance on different combination of impacting factors.
To sum up, for better prediction, we need to use a model that is powerful and properly
conditions the output on all the available information. In addition, the best prediction
performance is achieved when all the impacting factors considered in this work are available
as input to the network.
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CHAPTER 4: TAXI DISPATCH SYSTEM WITH DEMAND
AND DESTINATION PREDICTION
In Chapter 3, we propose an approach for predicting both the taxi demand and destination
distributions. In this chapter, we present a taxi dispatcher system that takes advantage of
these predictions. The goal is to balance taxis supply-demand ratio over the city [11, 1, 12].
The emergence of ride-sharing systems had disrupted the public transportation model in
many areas in the world. They brought clear improvements to the travelling experience and
lowered the cost to the users [78]. However, the increasing number of ride-sharing vehicles on
the roads also came with increased fuel consumption, air pollution and traffic congestion [21].
One possible way to make taxi services and ridesharing systems more efficient is to under-
stand and predict passenger demand patterns. The studies such as [5, 6, 19, 7] have shown
that historical taxi trip data can provide rich insights about the temporal and spatial varia-
tion of the taxi demand, that is the points at which the taxi trips are originated. In addition,
the prediction of the destination of the trips also plays an important role in a transportation
system, because it help predict the spatial distribution of the vehicle fleet at some time in the
future [79]. These problems will still remain if human drivers are replaced with self-driving
cars, as the passenger demand does not depend on the (possibly automated) drivers but on
the human passengers.
We propose different predictors for both the taxi demand and destination distributions in
Chapter 3. Using these predictors we describe a taxi dispatch system that balances the
supply-demand ratio throughout the city. The system optimizes the taxi assignment and
reallocation by solving a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem with the goal of mini-
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mizing the average waiting time of the passengers and the idle driving distances of the taxis.
The system takes into account the variable speed of the taxis which depend on the time of
the day and differ on weekdays and weekends.
In our experiments, both the demand and destination prediction models were trained on the
New York City taxi trip dataset [68] for the entire 2015. We evaluated the performance of
the prediction models and the dispatch system with taxi data in 2016 from the same dataset.
We show that both the individual predictors and the dispatching system outperform simpler,
mean based predictors.
4.1 Network Setting
As we discussed in the Chapter 3, we divide the whole city into a list of small areas, all areas.
For distances between different areas, we generate a distance matrix for each pair of areas
(ai, aj), i, j ∈ N , where N = len(all areas) is the total number of areas. We assume ai is
the pickup area while aj is the dropoff area. The trip distance between ai and aj is written
as dij.
As shown in Fig. 4.2, for pairs of areas (ai, aj) that there are recorded trips between them, the
dij is the average distance for all trips between ai and aj from historical taxi data. For pairs
of areas (ai, aj) that there are no recorded trips between them, we use a bidirectional search
to find intermediate areas between them and then the shortest path argmin(dip + dpq + dqj)
is returned as the distance dij. Here p and q are intermediate areas indexes. Algorithm 1
show the process and pseudo code we used to generate distance matrix. Note that, the
































































Figure 4.1: Different speeds on weekday and weekend.
In addition to the distance matrix, we also estimate the mean taxi speeds based on the
historical dataset. Inspired by work [10, 80], we consider different taxi speeds in weekday
and weekend, and different time periods in a day. Fig. 4.1 shows the mean taxi speed in
each time period extracted from the historical dataset. With the distance matrix, for each
taxi request received by the system, the corresponding travel time can be estimated.
4.2 Future demand and destination prediction
We use the prediction models described in Chapter 3 to predict future taxi demand and
destination distribution in the city. In this application, the entire city is divided into about
1000 areas with Geohash [69] library. For each area, we encode taxi trips into specific
sequential data structure for the learning models. We use the recurrent neural network and
mixture density network (LSTM-MDN) structure to learn the taxi demand pattern at each
area. Affecting factors such as date, time steps in the day, day of the week and weather
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Figure 4.2: Distance matrix generation flow.
information are used to train the model.
For the destination prediction model, we treat it as one input multiple possible outputs
problem. We use the feed-forward neural network and mixture density network (FN-MDN)
structure to model the outputs distribution. Instead of learning and predicting a destination
area directly, the proposed model learns the destination pattern and outputs a distribution
over all the areas in the city.
We train both the demand and destination prediction models with one year taxi data in
2015 from the New York City taxi trip dataset [68]. We evaluate the performance of the
prediction models and the dispatch system with taxi data in 2016 from the same dataset.
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Algorithm 1: Distance matrix generation
1 all areas, list of all areas
2 N = len(all areas)
3 all trips, grouped by trip start area
4 Distance matrix Dis = [N ][N ]
5 /* area pairs with trip records */
6 for (ai, aj) in all areas do
7 trips = get trips(ai, aj, all trips)
8 Dis[i][j] = mean(trips.distance)
9 end
10 /* area pairs without trip records */
11 for (ai, aj) in all areas do
12 candidatepaths =
13 bidirectionsearch(ai, aj, Dis)
14 Dis[i][j] = min(candidatepaths)
15 end
16 Re-run until Dis converges
17 return Dis
4.3 Dispatch system
Similar to the current mobile app based taxi services, we consider a scenario where passengers
can send real time taxi requests to the system with start and destination locations. Goals
of our dispatch system are given as follows:
- Serve all the taxi requests.
- Minimize idle driving distances of taxis.
- Minimize passengers average waiting time (time between sending request and pickup).
Given the estimated distance matrix and taxi speeds, for each taxi request received by the
server, the corresponding travel time can be estimated. We divide a day into time steps
{0, 1, ..t, ..max} such that t means the tth time step in a day. We use 1 min as one time unit,
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then max = 24× 60 in this case. Based on these settings, we build the dispatch system. For
any area a, a ∈ all areas, we represent its taxi demand at time step t as demandat :





where new demandat represents the newly received taxi requests in area a at time step t,
while unassignedat represents the unassigned taxi requests from previous time steps.
Similarly, the available number of taxis is represented as availableat which consists of 2 parts:
the idleat , represents the number of original idle taxis in area a at time step t, and the arrival
a
t







The work flow of the dispatch system is shown in Fig. 4.3. At time step t, there are two steps
to be executed in the dispatch system. Step I, for each area a, we sort taxi requests demandat
by receiving time, then a greedy assignment with available taxis availableat is executed. There
is a possibility that some requests cannot be served due to limited number of available taxis
at the same time step. Since we sort all the taxi requests by receiving time, a high priority
is given to earlier requests and they will be fulfilled in the next time step.
After taxi assignment in step I, we continue to do taxi dispatch in step II with the goal
to balance future supply and demand ratio. With the prediction models in section 4.2,
first we sample each area’s future taxi requests and their destinations within a number of
lookahead time steps. Then, we virtually simulate the taxi assignment (step I) for each area
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Figure 4.3: Destination distribution learning model.
in the next lookahead time steps. After this process, we obtain the remaining unassigned
requests and available taxis in each area. A taxi dispatch process is conducted to balance the
supply-demand curves in each area over the entire city. We optimize the dispatch strategy
by solving a mixed integer programming (MIP). The objective of the MIP is to minimize
the total driver’s idle driving distances while serving all the coming requests. The details
of dispatch process is shown in Algorithm 2. The taxi assignment process at each time
step is shown in lines 7-10. For each area, we first assign available taxis to requests in a
greedy fashion. Then, the unassigned requests together with updated available taxis are
passed to the dispatch function for future rebalance. During the dispatch process (lines
14-26), the system first uses the predicted future demand and destination to model the
greedy assignment according to future predictions. After that, all the remaining unassigned
requests and the available taxis in the system are the targets to be matched. We optimize
the matching by solving a MIP with the goal of minimizing the total idle driving distances.
Finally the MIP solution is obtained and a real taxi dispatch is executed to improve the
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future demand balance.
Algorithm 2: Taxi dispatch process
1 all areas, list of all areas
2 Distance matrix Dis
3 Future rebalance time steps lookahead
4 Demand prediction model Mdemand
5 Destination prediction model Mdest
6 for t ∈ [begin, end] do
7 availablet = idlet + arrivalt
8 /* Step I: greedy assign taxis to requests
9 unassignedt = sort assign(demandt, availablet)
10 update(idle, arrival)
11 /* Step II: taxi dispatch for future balance
12 dispatch(t, unassignedt, idle, arrival)
13 end
14 Function dispatch(t, unassigned, idle, arrival):
15 real available = idle+ arrival
16 for i ∈ (t, t+ lookahead] do
17 ̂demandi ←Mdemand.predict(i)
18 d̂esti ←Mdest.predict(i, ̂demandi)
19 update(arrival)← (d̂esti, Dis)
20 availablei = idlei + arrivali
21 ̂demandi = ̂demandi + unassigned
22 unassigned = sort assign( ̂demandi, availablei)
23 update(idle, arrival)
24 end
25 solution = MIP (unassigned, real available)
26 execute(solution)
27 end
4.4 Dispatch system evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our taxi demand and destination prediction models as well as
the performance of the dispatch system.
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4.4.1 Experimental setup
We validate the performance of the proposed network model with the New York City taxi
trip dataset [68]. There are two kinds of taxi cabs in NYC: the yellow cabs, which operate
mostly in Manhattan, and the green cabs, which operate mostly in the suburbs. The dataset
contains daily recorded taxi trips executed by more than 15000 taxis for the whole city. The
total number of taxi trips varies everyday. We list one week data in 2016 as an example, from
Monday to Sunday: [374305, 395678, 408184, 432087, 453192, 480818, 418237]. We train our
taxi demand and destination prediction models with one year taxi data in 2015 and validate
the prediction models as well as the dispatch system with taxi data in February 2016.
For the taxi demand prediction, we use the recurrent neural network and mixture density
network structure (LSTM-MDN). We discretize the requests into time steps of 15 mins for
each area in 2015. The input data shape is (365× 96, 96, 997 + 10) in which 365× 96 is the
total number of time steps, 96 in the second dimension is the sequence length (one day or
24× 4), 997 in the last dimension is number of areas in the whole city and 10 is the number
of affecting factors including date, time step of the day, day of the week and weather type.
For the destination prediction, we use the feed-forward neural network and mixture density
network structure (FN-MDN). But different from the demand prediction, the input to the
destination model is each trip information, which consists of the start area of the trip and
its affecting factors. The affecting factors are the same as the demand prediction, which
includes date, time step of the day, day of the week and weather type.
For the dispatch system, we initialize the taxi distribution based on a sum of historical
requests in each area. The demand and destination prediction are conducted by the proposed
LSTM-MDN model and the FN-MDN model respectively. Distance matrix Dis and different
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taxi speeds in weekday and weekend, see Fig. 4.1, are used to estimate the travel time between
areas in the city. The time unit in the dispatch system is 1 min, the predicted taxi demand
is averaged into 1 min scale. Table 4.1 includes the list of parameters in the experiments.
Table 4.1: Experimental parameters
Area/grid size ≤ 1.2km× 0.61km
Number of areas 997
Dispatch system time unit 1 min
Number of layers for neural networks 2
Number of Gaussian kernels Hyper-parameter
4.4.2 Performance metrics
Demand prediction
For demand prediction, we use error metric symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(sMAPE) to evaluate the prediction performance over the entire city [1]. From the statistic







Yn,t + Ŷn,t + c
(4.3)
Herein t is the tth time step in a day and N is the total number of areas in the city. Yn,t
represents the real taxi demand in area an at time-step t while Ŷn,t is the predicted taxi
demand. The constant c in Eq. 4.3 is a small number (c = 1 in this application) to avoid
division by zero when both Yn,t and Ŷn,t are 0.
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Destination prediction
For the destination prediction, we show the classification accuracy by using the number of






For the dispatch system, we show the performance in terms of two metrics:
- Taxi passengers’ average waiting time.
- Taxi drivers’ average idle driving distance.
Here, passengers’ waiting time means the time between sending out the request and being
picked-up. The drivers’ idle driving distance means the distances taxi run in non-occupied
mode, while serving all the requests in the city. In addition, both of the performance metrics
are shown with different values of hyper parameters: future dispatch lookahead time steps
and total number of taxis in the city.
4.4.3 Proposed models & systems
Demand prediction
- Moving mean. This approach predicts taxi demand based on the mean value of past
demands in a sliding-window. For example, if it is to predict taxi demand at 10:00
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am on the next Monday, the predicted result would be the mean value of demands at
10:00 am in the previous 5 Mondays.
- LSTM. This approach uses Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural net-
work with a mean square error (MSE) minimization strategy to learn the sequence
patterns of taxi demand from historical data. Then, the learned patterns will be used
to make predictions.
- LSTM-MDN. This approach uses LSTM and mixture density networks (MDNs) to learn
the taxi demand distribution from historical data. Then, the learned distribution will
be used to make predictions.
Destination prediction
- Moving sampling. This approach uses a frequency distribution in a sliding-window to
provide a destination distribution. For example, if it is to predict destination of taxi
trips start from area n at 10:00 am on the next Monday, the estimated destination
distribution would be a frequency distribution of all destinations start from area n at
10:00 am in past 5 Mondays. Then, this normalized distribution is used for sampling
future destinations.
- FN-MDN. This approach uses a feed-forward neural network and MDNs to learn des-
tination distribution from historical data. Then, the learned model can predict distri-
bution for each area, which is used for sampling future destinations.
- FN-MDN-neighbors. In the FN-MDN approach, the predicted results are sampled
from a continuous distribution. FN-MDN-neighbors is the same approach as the FN-
MDN but accepting neighboring areas as correct predictions. Note that predicting
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neighboring areas as destination is still acceptable and useful for our taxi dispatch
application since the taxi is very close to the target area.
Dispatch system
According to different demand and destination prediction models used in the system, we
propose 5 dispatch systems to compare their performances. Note that, FN-MDN-neighbors
is not included since it is the same prediction approach as FN-MDN but different evaluation
method. All dispatch systems use the same dispatch strategy shown in Fig. 4.3. The details
of each dispatch system is shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Dispatch systems
Dispatch system Demand prediction Destination prediction
System I Moving mean Moving sampling
System II LSTM Moving sampling
System III LSTM FN-MDN
System IV LSTM-MDN Moving sampling
System V LSTM-MDN FN-MDN
4.4.4 Performance results
First, we report demand prediction error sMAPE and destination prediction accuracy in the
entire city. Second, we show the impact of using different number of Gaussian kernels in the
prediction models. Lastly, we present performance metrics that characterize the dispatch
system.
Prediction performance
For the demand prediction models based on Moving mean, LSTM and LSTM-MDN, we
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show their performance in terms of the metric formulated in Eq. 4.3. For the destination
prediction models based on Moving sampling, FN-MDN and FN-MDN-Neighbors, we show
their performance in terms of the metric formulated in Eq. 4.4.



















































Figure 4.4: Demand prediction and destination prediction in one week by different prediction
models.
Fig. 4.4 shows the prediction performance in one week by different demand and destination
prediction models. In Fig. 4.4-demand prediction, the proposed LSTM-MDN model always
outperforms the LSTM model. This proves that distribution learning is better than the
MSE minimization when dealing with real-valued data prediction. In addition, both the
LSTM-based models outperform the Moving mean model. Especially during rush hours, for
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instance, at around 8:00 am in the morning, the LSTM-based models still perform very well
while the Moving mean model becomes much worse. This is because the LSTM takes into
account long term dependencies of past information while predicting the future.
Fig. 4.4-destination prediction shows the performance of the destination prediction models.
It can be seen that Gaussian mixture models, i.e., the FN-MDN and FN-MDN-Neighbors
models, perform much better than the Moving sampling model. As we discussed before, if
we accept neighboring areas as correct predictions, we achieve better results as FN-MDN-
Neighbors. On the other hand, considering both figures in Fig. 4.4, we observe an interesting
result that both of them have a small value at around 4:00 am. This however means that
demand prediction achieves the best performance (lowest error) while destination prediction
hits its worst accuracy during that time period. The reason could be that the total number
of requests is low and mainly from some busy areas such as airports and bars, but the
corresponding destinations can be anywhere around the town and are not that predictable.
Importance of Gaussian kernels
To further showing the importance of using mixture density networks (MDNs) for distribu-
tion learning, we report the performance of using different number of Gaussian kernels in our
prediction models. As we discussed in Chapter 3, the idea of MDNs is to use the outputs of
a neural network to parameterize a mixture distribution. Given enough number of Gaussian
kernels, theoretically we can model any data distributions. The MSE minimization approach
can be regarded as similar to the special case of the mixture Gaussian model when M = 1
(but not exactly the same).
Fig. 4.5 reports the performance when using different number of Gaussian kernels in the
demand prediction model. As shown in Fig. 4.5, when the number of Gaussian kernels
increases, the prediction error gradually decreases, i.e., the prediction performance improves
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Figure 4.5: Number of Gaussian kernels in MDNs for demand prediction.
when using more Gaussian kernels. This again proves that using distribution modeling can
further improve the prediction performance when dealing with real-valued data. However,
because it is a recurrent model, every added Gaussian kernel will obviously increase the model
size. When the number is big, this recurrent model is hard to be trained. This explains why
the performance decreases (error increases) gradually when the number increases.
Fig. 4.6 reports the performance when using different number of Gaussian kernels in the
destination prediction model. Different from the recurrent model in demand prediction, this
feed-forward model allows us using more Gaussian kernels without worrying about the model
size. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the prediction performance improves as the number of Gaussian
kernels increases and becomes stable after using more than 15 Gaussian kernels.
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Figure 4.6: Number of Gaussian kernels in MDNs for destination prediction.
Dispatch system performance
According to different demand and destination prediction models used in the system, we
propose 5 different dispatch systems. The details of each system are shown in Table 4.2.
For each dispatch system, we show its performance in terms of two metrics: taxi passengers’
average waiting time and taxi drivers’ average idle driving distance.
Fig. 4.7 shows the error bars with standard deviation for the two performance metrics on
different future dispatch lookahead time steps. As we can see in Fig. 4.7-a, by increasing
the lookahead time duration, shorter average waiting time for passengers can be obtained.
When there is no future dispatch (None) at all, all dispatch systems become the same and
result in the same performance. Large standard deviation can be seen if there is no future
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Figure 4.7: Performance of passengers average waiting time, taxi average idle driving distance
on different lookahead time duration. Settings of each dispatch system: System I: Moving
mean + Moving sampling, System II: LSTM + Moving sampling, System III: LSTM +
FN-MDN, System IV: LSTM-MDN + Moving sampling and System V: LSTM-MDN + FN-
MDN. Results obtained via using total number of 4000 taxis in the city.
dispatch. The reason is that some requests are assigned to taxis in far areas due to no
taxi availability nearby. Besides, we observe that when the lookahead time is bigger than 10
min, the average waiting time on each system gradually increase. Let us remember that each
prediction model contains prediction error that accumulates when lookahead time increases.
This also explains why the values in System IV and System V continue to decrease at
lookahead = 15 due to their better prediction performance.
In Fig. 4.7-b, compared to no future dispatch (None), a slight increase on the average
of taxi idle driving distance is observed when first introducing future dispatch mechanism
(lookahead = 5). The reason could be that introducing future dispatch results in some idle
driving distances. The benefit of future dispatch at lookahead = 5 is small and cannot
overcome such a disadvantage. This is reasonable and note that it also gradually decreases
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Figure 4.8: Performance of passengers average waiting time, taxi average idle driving distance
on different total number of taxis in the city. Settings of each dispatch system: System I:
Moving mean + Moving sampling, System II: LSTM + Moving sampling, System III: LSTM
+ FN-MDN, System IV: LSTM-MDN + Moving sampling and System V: LSTM-MDN +
FN-MDN. Results obtained via using lookahead = 15 in each system.
to a level less than the lookahead = None. This is because the result of the future dispatch
avoids most long distance pickups.
Fig. 4.8 shows the error bars with standard deviation for the two performance metrics on
different total number of taxis in the city. When providing more number of taxis, obvious
improvement on passengers’ average waiting time and drivers’ average idle driving distance
can be achieved. Similar result patterns are observed in both Fig. 4.8-a and b. This is
reasonable because more taxis in the city enables more available taxis to be pre-dispatched
to different areas in the city. On the other hand, only increasing total number of taxis in
the city cannot effectively solve the taxi supply-demand ratio.












































Figure 4.9: Number of real-time running taxis in the system throughout a day. The total
number of taxis in the system is 4000 for each of the method.
Fig. 4.9. We do not see a big difference among them except a slight increase in busy hours
when introducing future rebalance. The reason could be that the number of running taxis
in the system highly relies on the real-time demand while only a small number of taxis are
involved in the future rebalance.
Overall, based on the experimental results, a better dispatch performance could be obtained
after introducing taxi future dispatch mechanism. Let us note that as the lookahead time
duration grows, the dispatch performance slightly decreases due to prediction errors accu-
mulation.
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CHAPTER 5: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING BASED PATH
PLANNING FOR ANIMAL MONITORING APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, we focus on the animal monitoring and tracking in large wild areas. We
propose a Markov decision process (MDP) based path planning strategy for an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) under animal monitoring application scenario [59, 81].
Tracking the movement of wild animals allows us to identify the areas most critical for
conservation and can reveal the effects of climate change, the presence of humans and non-
native species. In an unknown large area, it is difficult and sometimes infeasible to find
wildlife animals to attach wearable tracking devices. In this case, low cost sensors can
be widely deployed throughout the observation area to detect and recognize the wildlife
appearance. Currently, sensors can identify animals by different types of inputs such as
smell, sound and image. With deployed sensors, we can get animal appearance information
in wildlife areas, however, long distance wireless communication in large remote wildlife areas
is costly and impractical. In general, these sensors communicate locally to accumulate their
readings at a clusterhead node. The data is periodically collected by a visiting unmanned
air vehicle (UAV). The path and schedule of the UAV critically impacts the timeliness of the
tracking of the animals’ movement.
By observing animals, we find that animal activities usually have some specific features such
as living in groups and having more activities around habitats. These features allow animal
movements to have some specific patterns. Examples of animal movement trajectories can
be seen in Fig. 5.1, instead of having activities in a large area, animals usually have activities
only in one or several small areas. If we focus more on these “hot” areas, we have a much
higher probability to track and predict the movements of the animal. Inspired by this idea,
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we divide the observation area into small virtual grids with sensors. Based on this grid
structure network, we design our system model by utilizing a UAV to explore and learn
these “hot” small virtual grids. By treating each grid as a cluster of sensor nodes, data
collection by the UAV is reduced to visiting the clusterhead of each grid.
Figure 5.1: The movement trajectories of 4 zebras over 3 days from the ZebraNet dataset.
The grid cells that contribute most of the VoI to the sensor readings are colored gray.
We propose to use Markov decision process (MDP) model to do path planning for the UAV
as each grid represents a state of the MDP. We solve the MDP model using Q-learning
algorithm by letting UAV to receive rewards from grids when animal data is reported. The
goal of our path planning approach is to collect animal data efficiently and then predict
future animal movements. The UAV is self-learning and can dynamically plan and adapt
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according to environment changes.
To quantitatively weigh the value of the sensed animal appearance information, the proposed
path planning approach utilizes the value of information (VoI) [26]. The basic idea of VoI
is that the sensed information has the highest value when it is first generated and the
value decreases as time moves on. In such a way, the task of the UAV can be reduced
to maximizing the overall value of information obtained from the entire network. We give
a mathematical model for calculating the VoI in animal monitoring operation. Lastly, we
evaluate the performance of the proposed network model and the path planning approaches
with real animal datasets: ZebraNet [48] and vultures [82].
5.1 Network model
Considering a large observation area with animals living in it, the goal is to monitor specific
animals’ appearance. First, a set of sensor nodes with monitoring functionality are deployed
and one UAV is assigned to collect data from the deployed sensors. One option for the UAV
to collect data is to visit each sensor directly. However, visiting each sensor node becomes
impractical when the number of sensors is large. So, we divide the area into virtual grids
and select one clusterhead for each grid cell.
5.1.1 Sensor nodes
In our scenario, sensor nodes are deployed by uniform random distribution in all parts of the
observation area. As illustrated in Fig. 5.2, sensors in a grid can be treated as a cluster and
a clusterhead is selected periodically. Sensors inside a virtual grid can communicate with
the clusterhead directly or via a hop-by-hop communication. Clusterhead is responsible for
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receiving event messages from the sensors and then submitting all the event messages to the
UAV when it comes. While routing and clustering are not in the scope of this paper, they
are well-investigated problems and there exist various efficient mechanisms [35] [83]. For
instance, Hamidreza et al. [35] propose a clusterhead (rendezvous points) selection method
by jointly considering node degree and hop distance to minimize energy consumption and
improve load balancing. They also use virtual rendezvous points to increase the performance.
In our application, clusterhead selection is based on an energy balancing policy similar to
Shu and Kuntz [83].
We assume that there is no long distance networking infrastructure available, thus there
is no communication between the clusterheads. The clusterhead continuously collects and
buffers the data collected from the individual nodes. This data is collected by a UAV that
periodically visits the grid cell and downloads the buffered data from the clusterhead using
short-distance point-to-point communication.
5.1.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UAVs have been widely used in various applications due to their several advantages such
as flexibility, high speed and good endurance. In this WSN application, UAV is used as
an autonomous mobile sink for gathering time sensitive information. Apart from previously
mentioned advantages, using UAV for animal monitoring not only overcomes the geographical
challenge but also has minimal effects on animals. Assumptions of the network model are
given as follows:
- There is a single UAV as it is the costly element of the network.
- The UAV has no energy constraints, while it is not the case for the sensor nodes.
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Figure 5.2: The area of interest, divided into a rectangular grid. Each grid cell si contains a
cluster of sensors with a clusterhead that collects the recorded data. The UAV periodically
visits the grid cells.
- The UAV flies with a fixed speed and it only communicates with clusterheads.
5.2 Performance Metric
In this section, we describe the performance metric used to evaluate the proposed animal
monitoring model.
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5.2.1 Value of information
How do we compare two animal monitoring systems? The final goal of the user is the timely
tracking of the location of animals. In practice, the user will receive sensor observations as
a stream of chunks of information D1, D2, . . . at time points t1, t2, . . .. Intuitively, not all
the chunks of the information have the same value; for instance, we are more interested in
information about the presence of the animals than their absence. Earlier the information
chunk is received, the more valuable it is.
We thus argue that the total value of information (VoI) collected by the user is a suitable
performance metric for an animal monitoring system. We contrast this with low-level metrics
such as total sensing bandwidth or transmission latency, which do not adequately capture
the intent of the user.
The total VoI collected by the UAV clearly depends on the path of the UAV which determines
the order in which the data chunks are collected and the time when they are received by the
user. We are thus interested in a UAV path that maximizes this metric1.
In order to make this a formalizable optimization problem, we need to find a mathematical
representation of the VoI that captures our intuition. The concept of VoI had been introduced
in game theory [84] where it is associated with the value an optimal player would pay for
a certain piece of information. Thus value, in contrast to quantity, is not a property of
the information chunk itself, but it is determined by the specific context and the degree
to which the information supports the intended actions of the user [26]. For instance, the
second identical copy of an animal sighting reaching the user will have zero or maybe a very
low confirmation value, despite it being identical to the valuable first copy that conveyed a
1Naturally, the total VoI can be also increased by dedicating additional hardware resources to the problem
(more sensors, more and faster UAVs and so on).
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novel information. Another aspect of VoI is its urgency. If the data is intended to be used
long time after its collection, for statistical purposes, the chunk of information has the same
value if it is collected one minute after its sensing or one week later. If, however, the data is
used to localize a threatened animal for an intervention, the sooner the information chunk
reaches the user, the higher the VoI is. In some applications there is an expiration threshold:
information chunks received after that have zero value.
Finally, there is a certain initial value of information V0(D) that describes the VoI assuming
that the information chunk reaches the user immediately after sensing. This value depends
on the nature of the event captured in the data chunk as well as the type and accuracy of
the sensor – for instance, an image is worth more than a pressure reading.
For the purposes of this dissertation, we will make the following assumptions about the VoI
model:
• The VoI is additive over sensors and clusters of sensors. The VoI of the cluster is
the sum of the VoIs of the reporting sensors, and the total VoI is the sum of the
VoI accumulated over the path of the UAV. This assumption states that there are no
redundancies across the clusters, and whatever redundancies exist within the cluster
sensors, they will be eliminated by the clusterhead before forwarding the data.
• The initial VoI of a data chunk only depends on the presence of the animals in the
specific grid cell. If there are no animals in the grid cells, no value is accumulated.
This implies that we have a homogeneous set of sensors in each cluster, and we don’t
consider the knowledge of the presence of animals in one grid cell to be more valuable
than in other grid cells. This restriction can be eliminated without changes to the
algorithm.
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• The VoI of a specific information chunk D exhibits an exponential decay
V(t) = V0 · e−Bt (5.1)
The decay constant B depends on the application, but does not vary from sensor to
sensor or observation to observation. Exponential decay is a widely used model in
many similar problems, it offers the benefit of having a convenient mathematical form,
and of being continuous and differentiable throughout its domain. Fig. 5.3 shows the
VoI curve for three different combinations of V0 and B values.





























Figure 5.3: The temporal evolution of VoI for three events with different initial value V0 and
B parameters.
With these assumptions, we are now ready to describe the mathematical form of the VoI.
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Let us consider that the UAV starts from a location S at time t = 0 and follows the path
(S, 0), (sp1 , tp1), . . . (spi , tpi) . . ., that is, the UAV visits grid cell spi at time tpi . Let us denote







V0 · e−B(tpi−tc) (5.2)
where C(s, tstart , tend) is the set of information chunks (events) collected in grid cell s in the
time interval (tstart , tend ] and tc is the collection time of event c.
5.3 Path planning algorithms for a VoI aware animal monitoring system
MDP model and reinforcement learning baseline
Let us now consider the problem of choosing a path for the UAV such that the collected VoI
is maximized over time. A simple choice would be a periodic path where all grid cells are
visited at equal intervals. By optimizing the length of such a path (e.g. by choosing it to
be the solution of the traveling salesman problem), we can minimize the interval between
the regular UAV visits. This would be the optimal choice if the animals are distributed
uniformly in the area, and thus each cell contributes the same VoI in a given time interval.
However, most of the animals of interest are large mammals, usually operating in groups
that are likely to stay in a certain location, roam around in a small area and revisit the same
area multiple times.
In these scenarios, the majority of the VoI is provided by a small number of cells which
are currently favored by the animals (see Fig. 5.1). Thus, a path that visits these cells
more often would collect a higher VoI. Unfortunately, at deployment time we don’t know
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the grid cells favored by the animals; furthermore, this distribution is not stable in time. In
conclusion, we will need to learn the current distribution of the animals for a more efficient
monitoring, while we also need to maintain an exploration strategy to discover changes to
this distribution.
To model this scenario, we use a Markov Decision Process (MDP)[85], a standard tool
in modeling decision problems in the presence of uncertainty. An MDP is described as the
combination of a set of states S = {s1 . . . sm}, a set of actions A = {a1 . . . ak}, a probabilistic
transition function T (s, a, s′) describing the probability that taking action a in state s leads
to state s′, and a probabilistic reward function R(s) describing the distribution of the reward.
The agent of the MDP is assumed to take actions based on a policy Π(s)→ a.
Solving an MDP usually means finding a policy function Π∗, which maximizes either expec-
tation of the sum of rewards E(
∑




iri), where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor that favors earlier rewards compared to later
ones.
Let us now consider how this model can be applied to our scenario. The active agent of the
MDP is the UAV. We say that the state of the MDP is si if the UAV is currently in grid cell
i. The actions of the UAV can be A = {north, north − east , east , . . . , north − west , hover}.
We assume that the clusterhead organizes the sensor readings about the animals in the form
of events e observing the following rules. It generates an event only after the presence of the
animals had been confirmed for at least temin time - this ensures that only confirmed sightings
are reported. If the animals remain in the area, a new event will be generated only after an
interval teint , limiting the amount of traffic generated by a static situation.






Vi if animals are present
Rpenalty no animals present
(5.3)
Our goal is to find a policy ΠUAV (si) → ai, in which any grid cell can tell the UAV where
it should move next. If the transition function T (s, a, s′) and the reward function R(s) are
known, the optimal policy can be found using the well known techniques of value iteration
or policy iteration. However, in our scenario, the reward function R(s) is unknown at the
beginning of the scenario. One solution for finding a policy in such a setting is reinforcement
learning (RL): the agent goes out to the real world, performs a series of actions and updates
the policy using the rewards actually collected. Q-learning [86] is an influential RL algorithm
based on updating the value Q(s, a) that describes the expectation of the future discounted
reward if the agent is currently in state s, the first action it takes is a and follows an optimal
policy after that. The optimal policy can be extracted from the Q values by choosing
Π(s) = arg maxaQ(s, a).
Q-learning starts with a randomly initialized Q values. The agent follows a policy dictated
by the current value of Q, it encounters various rewards and at every step updates the Q
value through the formula:







where α is the learning rate.
This formula was used in our previous work [59]. In the following, we describe how a better
performance can be obtained by building upon the generic Q-learning model.
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Episode-based Q-value update
The MDP describing the animal monitoring problem has certain peculiarities that can be
exploited to increase the performance compared to the baseline Q-learning. In many RL
problems the main source of difficulty is the transition function T, while the reward function
is either static or is stochastic with a static distribution. In the case of our problem, the
transition function is usually well-behaved: there is little uncertainty about the fact that if
the UAV would want to move to the grid cell to the north, it will actually reach it. On the
other hand, the reward function is not only stochastic, but its distribution can change in the
long run with the change of the preferences of the monitored animals.
We can exploit the fact that the transition behavior is well behaved by adapting a technique
through which we are propagating the reward to learn the Q-value not only of the current
grid cell, but of the previous grid cells on the trajectory of the current episode as well, an
idea inspired from Monte Carlo reinforcement learning [87]. When the UAV gets a reward
from a state, instead of just updating the Q-value of the previous state, we update Q-values
of the past several states. Let {(s0, a0), (s1, a1), . . . (sn, an)} be the state-action pairs of the
current episode. The Q-value of the current state will be updated as in Equation 5.4, while
for the previous states the update formula will be:








Fig 5.4 illustrates this process, while Algorithm 3 shows the recursive implementation we
used. Note that the learning rate decays exponentially with the distance to the current state.
Thus the rewards have more impact on recent states and less on the earlier states.
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Algorithm 3: Updating the Q-values on an episode
1 Function Q-UPDATE(sn, R(sn), N):
2 k ← 0
3 s← sn
4 while k < N do
5 (s, a)← s.prev()
6 Q(s, a)
αk←− R(sn) + γmaxa′ Q(sn, a′)
7 k ← k + 1
8 end
9 end
Figure 5.4: Updating the values.
Permanent exploration
Reinforcement learning is useful when there are interesting patterns in the reward function
that we can learn. The distribution of animal locations in Fig. 5.1 shows that there are
useful patterns to be learned over medium-term (of about a week). Over the long run,
however, these patterns would change and their average will asymptotically approach a
uniform coverage of the area. Taking advantage of the fact that the UAV moves faster than
the change in the animal behavior, we can benefit from learning this medium-term pattern,
but we also need to adapt the policy with the animal behavior change.
One way to accomplish this adaptation is by repurposing exploration, a well known technique
in RL. The learning agent usually follows the current-best policy during learning. However,
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this might confine the agent to certain areas of state space, without learning about potentially
high rewards available elsewhere. To encourage the agent to fully explore the state space, it
is a common technique to take actions different from the one recommended by the current-
best policy. Finding the right balance between exploration and the exploitation of the
current-best policy is a fundamental theoretical problem. In practice, we often start with
more exploration and gradually shift the balance to exploitation, with the final policy being
exploitation only.
We propose a permanent exploration technique, where the agent can maintain a degree of
exploration that allows it to adapt the policy to the changes of the reward. We designed and
investigated two variations of this strategy.
The Permanent Exploration Q-learning ε-greedy (PEQL- ε) algorithm combines the episode-
based update with the ε-greedy technique of balancing the exploration and exploitation in
reinforcement learning. In contrast to the usual practice, the ε ∈ [0, 1] value is a static
parameter of the algorithm which does not change during its operation (See Algorithm 4).
At every step, the algorithm generates a random number and compares it with the ε value.
If the number is larger than ε, the algorithm follows the current optimal policy induced by
the Q values, otherwise it takes a random action from the ones feasible in the current state.
The UAV will take a completely random action if ε = 1 while deterministically choosing the
best possible next grid when ε = 0.
The Permanent Exploration Q-learning probability matching (PEQL-prob) algorithm is de-
scribed in Algorithm 5. Unlike the PEQL-ε approach, when the UAV needs to decide the
next action, the Q-value of each action is normalized and used as the probability of choosing
that action. In cases where some possible actions have zero or negative Q-values, we assign
a small positive value to them. This encourages exploration when Q-values are zero or neg-
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Algorithm 4: PEQL-ε
1 Function PEQL-ε(s0, ε, N):
2 s← s0
3 while Termination condition not reached do
4 rnd ← Random(0, 1)
5 if rnd ≤ ε then
6 a← Action[Random(Action.len)]
7 else
8 if maximum Q(s, a) is not unique then
9 a← choose randomly from maximum Q(s, a)
10 else
11 a← Action[maxaQ(s, a).index ]
12 end
13 end
14 Take action a, get R(s), move to s′




ative, such as at the beginning of experiment or when there have been no animals in an area
for a long time.
5.4 Experimental study
5.4.1 Simulation environment
The whole observation area is deployed by sensors and then classified into grids. One node in
each grid is selected periodically as the clusterhead node responsible for collecting messages
from other sensors and communicating with the UAV.
Dataset and UAV
We test our models with two real world animal datasets. The ZebraNet [48] dataset, which
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Algorithm 5: PEQL-prob
1 Function PEQL-prob(s0, N):
2 s← s0
3 while Termination condition not reached do
4 Q[all] = Action[all].Qvalue
5 if any Q[s, a] ≤ 0 then
6 Q[s, a] = 0.01
7 end
8 Prob[all]← Normalize(Q[all])
9 a = Action[Random(Prob[all])]
10 Take action a, get R(s), move to s′




was used in our previous work [59], contains the location information of 5 zebras in 2005 at
Nanyuki, Kenya. The sampling time of the GPS traces is 10 minutes and the total experiment
time is 14 days. The vultures dataset [82] contains the movement traces of several groups of
white backed & lappet-faced vultures in Namibia. The sampling time of the GPS traces is 10
minutes between 6:00 am-6:00 pm everyday. The experiment duration of this dataset is from
2008 to 2010. The difference between these two datasets is that vultures have much faster
movement speed and usually have activities in a much broader area. Therefore, the vultures
are harder to be tracked and monitored. In other words, animal movement patterns in the
vultures dataset are more complex and unpredictable compared with the animal movement
patterns in the ZebraNet dataset.
We mapped both datasets into our 100km× 100km interest area. For the parameters of the
UAV, we decided to take as reference the 30 km/h speed of the MUGIN 3M UAV, a cost-
effective choice for civilian animal monitoring applications. Both animal datasets contain
GPS traces at 10 minute intervals, which is considered as one “round” in our simulator.
Thus, the UAV moves with a speed of 5km/round.
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In modeling the clusterheads, we will assume that there are no events lost between the indi-
vidual sensors and the clusterhead. However, to model the limited buffer of the clusterhead,
we assume that events have an expiration time texp , after which they are dropped from the
buffer.
We collect three metrics during our experiments: the VoI received by the user at the moment
when an event is picked up, the message delay between the creation of the event and the
moment when it is picked up, and the number of collected events, excluding the expired
events.
In addition to PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob, we implemented three other baseline approaches.
For the random approach, at each state, the UAV chooses a random grid cell to visit next.
In the traveling salesman problem (TSP) based approach, the UAV cycles on the shortest
path traversing all the grid positions. Finally, in the greedy approach the UAV chooses the
grid cell providing the highest initial VoI at the current moment (breaking ties randomly).
While the random and TSP approaches do not take into consideration the collected VoI, the
greedy approach adaptively changes function of the VoI.
Table 5.1 includes the parameter values used in our experiments. For the performance
evaluation of the proposed path planning approaches: PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob, we compare
their outcomes with three other approaches: greedy, traveling salesman problem-based (TSP)
and random. Each of these approaches independently conduct path planning for the UAV
in order to efficiently collect event messages.
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Table 5.1: Simulation parameters.
Area of interest 100km× 100km
Grid size 4 x 4
Time unit (1 round) 600s
UAV speed 5km/round
VoI decay B 0.03




Expiration time texp 72/96 rounds
Learning rate α 0.5
Discount factor γ 0.5
5.4.2 Simulation results
This section reports the experimental results of the simulation experiments for the five path
planning algorithms considered. All experimental data was collected over 1000 simulation
rounds (10,000 minutes) from both the zebra and the vultures datasets. The performance
metrics were averaged over 1000 experiments. Unless specified otherwise the simulation
parameters had the values described in Table 5.1.
Fig. 5.5 shows the accumulation of VoI values in time. The difference between the two
animal behaviors is evident in the fact that for all algorithms, the vultures dataset yields a
more variable curve. PEQL-prob marginally outperforms PEQL-ε on both datasets and both
of them are clearly better than the other approaches on both datasets after the first 2000
minutes. We conjecture that this time is necessary for the reinforcement learning approach to
converge and for the impact of the superior policy to become visible. As expected, the random
approach performs consistently the worst. Interestingly, the greedy strategy outperforms
TSP in the long run on the zebra datasets, but the order is reversed on the vulture dataset,
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Figure 5.5: Accumulation of VoI in time for the zebra dataset (left) and vulture dataset
(right).
a phenomena motivated by the fact that the unpredictability and fast movement of vultures
trigger more incorrect decisions in the greedy strategy.
As the movement of the UAV interacts with the randomness in the movement of the animals,
different events will be delivered to the user with different delays - even in the case of
predictable UAV movement such as following the TSP path. We are interested in delivering
the messages with the lowest average delay. Fig. 5.6 shows box plots for the minimum, lower
quartile, median, upper quartile and the maximum of the message delays. As messages
are dropped at the expiration time texp of 72 rounds for the zebra and 96 rounds for the
vultures dataset, the distributions stop at these values. We notice that for all path planning
algorithms, as expected, the message delays are longer and have a wider spread for the
vultures dataset, where the higher variability of the animal movement makes it more difficult
for any algorithm to pick the data chunks early. Between the algorithms, both PEQL-prob
and PEQL-ε exhibit significantly shorter median message delays than the other algorithms
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Figure 5.6: Box-plots of the message delay distribution for the zebra dataset (left) and
vulture dataset (right). In situations where the median is not visible, the median, upper
quartile and maximum are all at the top of the box.
on both datasets. In addition, for the more predictable zebra dataset, PEQL-prob evolves
a policy with consistently shorter message delays (at all quartiles) compared with PEQL-ε.
An interesting observation can be made about the greedy algorithm on the zebra dataset:
the first quartile of the messages has a delay close to zero because in some situations the
greedy algorithm simply gets “lucky”. However, the median case is significantly worse than
the PEQL variations. On the more unpredictable vultures dataset, it is much harder to get
lucky, thus even the minimum value is worse than for the PEQL algorithms.
The percentage of events collected by the UAV are shown in Fig. 5.7. These are the messages
collected before the expiration time texp . Under the assumptions, during the 1000 rounds of
simulated time, there are 151 events generated in the zebra dataset and 98 in the vultures
dataset. It would appear that the regular traversal of the nodes based on TSP would perform
the best in this case; however, under experimental settings the expiration time is shorter
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of events successfully collected before the expiration time texp .
than the time needed by the TSP algorithm to cover the whole area given the velocity of
the UAV. This is a situation often encountered where large areas need to be covered with
limited resources. The results show that PEQL-prob and PEQL-ε collect a larger percentage
of events before their expiration compared to the other approaches, as learning the locations
where animals are likely to be allows the UAV to cover these locations more often. As for
the other metrics, the performance is better on the more predictable zebra dataset, but the
learning-based approaches clearly outperform other models on the vulture dataset as well.
The impact of the algorithm parameters
In the previous section, we compared the two proposed approaches PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob
against baseline approaches and we established that they outperform all baselines, except
during the early stages of learning. In this section, we study how the parameters N and ε
of these two algorithms impact the performance.
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Figure 5.8: Impact of the episode length N on the collected VoI
For both the PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob approaches, in Equation 5.5, we introduced a tech-
nique to backpropagate the reward to the Q-values of an episode of length N . For N = 0,
this approach falls back to the baseline Q-learning model. Fig. 5.8 shows the impact of the
N value on the collected VoI at the end of the scenario. We find the episode-based Q-value
update provides a clear performance improvement for both algorithms on both datasets. For
small values of N , the collected VoI increases with N . The performance, however reaches a
plateau at about N = 4 in the zebra dataset and N = 5 in the vulture dataset.
Another aspect in determining the performance is the exploration probability ε for the PEQL-
ε algorithm. Figure 5.9 compares the VoI collected for different values of ε. A value of ε = 0
corresponds to a Q-learning algorithm with no exploration, while ε = 1 yields random
movement. We found that for both datasets the best performance is obtained for ε = 0.2,
the value we used in comparing PEQL-ε with other algorithms.
Our final experiment concerns with the size of the grid. For a given area of interest, we can
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Figure 5.9: The impact of the exploration probability ε on the VoI collected using the
PEQL-ε algorithm.
organize the sensors into grids of different sizes. Fig. 5.10 shows the impact of the grid size
on the path planning performance of PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob in terms of VoI. We notice
that the performance is lower when the grid size is either too small or too large. For smaller
grid sizes the learning-based algorithms have little advantage compared to visiting all grid
cells, while for large grid sizes, the quality of the learning decreases. We notice that for both
approaches and on both datasets the best performance is obtained at a grid size of 4 × 4 or
5 × 5, in which the use of the 4 × 4 grid for the rest of our experiments is justified.
We note that the grid size has implications beyond the performance of the UAV path plan-
ning. For instance, a finer grid requires a larger number of nodes that can serve as clus-
terhead, while a coarser grid might be better served with clusterhead nodes with a larger
message buffer. Exploring these settings is beyond the scope of this dissertation, as we
assumed that the grid size is the only parameter that changes in our experiments.
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Figure 5.10: The impact of number of virtual grids in the network.
In this chapter, we investigated a wild animal monitoring scenario, where data is recorded
by clusters of sensors deployed in a large area lacking infrastructure. The data is collected
by a UAV visiting the clusterheads. We show that the path taken by the UAV is a critical
contributor to the quality of the tracking. Based on ideas taken from reinforcement learning,
we proposed two algorithms for the UAV path planning PEQL-ε and PEQL-prob. Through
a series of experiments using real-world movement traces of zebras and vultures, we studied
the performance of the approaches on the metrics of value of information, message delay and
percentage of collected events.
While our experiments are based on wild animal monitoring, the proposed approaches are
equally applicable to other situations where data needs to be collected about a phenomena
in a geographic area that is evolving slowly compared to the velocity of the data collector.
Examples might include glacier movement, underwater pipeline leaks, and others.
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CHAPTER 6: PATH PLANNING BASED ON PREDICTED
DISTRIBUTION FOR ANIMAL MONITORING
APPLICATIONS
In this chapter, we present another path planning approach for the unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) based on animal appearance distribution prediction [60]. The application scenario
here is the same as the animal monitoring scenario introduced in the previous chapter [59,
81]. In Chapter 5, we define a mathematical metric – value of information (VoI) to calculate
the collected data value as an exponential function that decays as time passes. We also
propose a Reinforcement Learning-based path planning approaches for finding species such
as zebras.
In this chapter, we propose a model predictive control (MPC) method to help the UAV
plan its path. First, we train a neural network that learns the animal appearance patterns
from the collected historical data. Second, we apply the trained model to predict the future
probability distribution of animal appearance. Finally, we propose a traveling salesman
problem (TSP)-based path planning approach for the UAV using the real-time predicted
animal appearance distribution (TSP-D). Even though we focus on the animal monitoring
application, the proposed MPC method is applicable to any time-sensitive data collection
applications where historical data can be learned by our predictive model.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed predictive model and the path planning ap-
proach using a dataset [82] that includes traces of groups of white backed, lappet-faced
vultures in Namibia. We compare the TSP-D path planning approach against greedy and
Naive TSP heuristics and show that it outperforms other approaches in terms of VoI, message
delay, and the percentage of events collected.
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6.1 Network model
In this application, the objective is to monitor and track specific animals’ appearance. The
sensor nodes are deployed in the target wild area while a UAV operates as a mobile sink
node for the data collection.
We divide the whole area into virtual grids. In this scenario, the sensors that in a particular
grid are considered as a cluster and one of them acts as the clusterhead. Fig. 6.1 shows a
snapshot of the divided virtual grids. The UAV visits the clusterheads for the data collection.
After visiting a virtual grid, for instance Grid 6 in Fig. 6.1, the UAV can visit one of the
neighboring grids or just hover over in the same grid.
Figure 6.1: The movement choices of the UAV when it flies over Grid 6.
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As specified in [59], the sensors are responsible for animal monitoring and sending the sensed
events to the clusterhead. Sensor nodes are deployed by uniform random distribution in the
large observation area. The sensors inside a virtual grid form a cluster and the clusterhead
is selected periodically. Sensors can communicate with the clusterhead via direct or hop-
by-hop wireless communication. A sensor creates a new event message when it detects an
animal. The clusterhead is responsible for receiving event messages from other sensors and
then reporting all the event data to the UAV when the UAV comes into its transmission
range.
In this network model, the UAV is used as an autonomous mobile sink for gathering time-
sensitive information. The usage of UAV brings advantages such as movement flexibility and
high speed. Moreover, the UAV not only overcomes the geographical challenge but also has
minimal effects on animals. Thus, our model is based on using a single UAV to collect data
from the ground sensors, more specifically, the clusterheads of the virtual grids.
6.2 Animal distribution prediction
Directly detecting animals using UAV (e.g., using attached camera) in a large wild area is
a hard problem. On the other hand, when we have sensed historical data from the target
area, we can analyze the animals’ movement patterns.
Fig. 6.2 shows examples of animal appearance pattern in two different virtual grids. As we
can see, animals usually show up at specific hours in a day and a similar pattern is repeated
every day. We start to build a model with the goal of learning the animal appearance in
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Figure 6.2: Animal appearance patterns in two virtual grids.
First, we divide a day into time-steps {t0, t1, ...tM} such that ti means the ith time-step of a
day. Second, we count the number of detected animals at each time-step for every virtual
grid. Fig. 6.3 shows the input and output used to train the predictive model. For time-step
ti, the input data xi consists of two parts: di and ei. di represents potential affecting factors
such as time-step in the day, month. ei represents number of animals detected in each virtual
grid at time-step ti. Given the input data xi, we use a fully connected feed-forward neural
network (Fig. 6.4) to predict the output data y′i which is the number of animals in each
virtual grid in the next time-step. We define the cost as the mean squared error between
predicted y′i and the ground-truth yi and minimize it using stochastic gradient descent.
With the trained model, we can predict the animal distributions by inputting the predicted
distribution of the previous time-step. In addition, as the UAV visits some grids, the cor-
responding real number of animals in those virtual grids can be updated, i.e., a partially
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observed xi+1 can be obtained by updating some values of y
′
i. Then, xi+1 is used as input
to predict the next time step distribution y′i+1. It is important to point out that with this
model, we can repeat the prediction for an arbitrary number of time steps without accessing
to real observations. However, as the time goes, the prediction error compounds and the
accuracy may drop.
Figure 6.3: Input and output data structure.
6.3 Path planning with predicted animal distribution
In this application, we treat animal detection as an event and the corresponding event
message should be collected as soon as possible.
We define the metric value of information (VoI) to evaluate the importance of the collected
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information by the UAV. VoI is defined as the exponential decay function
FV oI(t) = A× exp{−B ∗ (tcollect − tinitial)}, (6.1)
where A is the initial value of the event while B is the decay factor. Under this formulation,
the objective of the path planning is to maximize the collected values.
Figure 6.4: Learning model structure.
Given such a scenario, we propose a path planning approach based on the predicted animal
distributions for each grid. Given a time period [t, t + T ] (where T is a hyper-parameter),
finding the optimal path is similar to solving a traveling salesman problem (TSP) while the
goal is to maximize the estimated rewards. We name our proposed path planning approach
as TSP-D where “D” represents the continuously predicted animal distribution.
We implement a tree structure path exploration search to find the optimal path. As shown
in Fig. 6.5, the numbers inside the tree nodes represent the indices of the virtual grids while
the edges between them represent the travelling time of the UAV to a neighboring grid. This
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traveling time information depends on the area of sensor deployment.
Figure 6.5: Tree structure of path exploration.
Note that grids in Fig. 6.5 are not connected to all other grids. Instead, they are only
connected to a subset of them where the nodes are neighbors and it is possible for the UAV
to fly to that neighbor (at most 9, including self). In addition, due to specific characteristics
of animal movements, the distribution matrix is sparse. This allows us to further prune
the tree. More specifically, for each layer in the tree, candidate paths that end in the same
virtual grid and contain the same event IDs collected, are merged into one path with the
maximum values. Finally, the candidate path with the maximum value is chosen by the
UAV. The pseudo code for the path planning approach is given in Algorithm 6.
After visiting a grid, the UAV repeats the path planning algorithm to decide the next
visiting grid. With the updated x (by the observation from current grid) and the lookahead
parameter T , Algorithm 6 returns the next visiting grid.
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Algorithm 6: Path planning of the UAV
1 Travel time look up table:
2 t table = d table/speedUAV
3 Pre-trained distribution prediction model Model
4 Current time-step t
5 Current animal distribution distcur
6 Path planning lookahead time T
7 Event creation period ∆t
8 Function CutBranch(CandidatePaths, t):
9 for PN in CandidatePaths do
10 if t - PN.time > maxtime then
11 /* max time to neighbors from t table */
12 remove(PN)
13 end





19 CandidatePaths = []
20 while t < t+ T do
21 if t%∆t == 0 then
22 distcur = Model.predict(distcur, t)
23 CreateEvents(distcur, t)
24 end
25 List = []
26 for PN in CandidatePaths do
27 /* PN: PathNode, last grid id of a path */
28 Candidate = IsArrivalNeighbor(PN, t table)
29 List.add(Candidate)
30 end
31 UpdateDist(distcur) ← List
32 UpdatePath(CandidatePaths)← List
33 CutBranch(CandidatePaths, t)
34 t = t+ 1
35 end








We test our models with a real-world vultures dataset [82] which contains the movement
traces of several groups of white backed & lappet-faced vultures in Namibia. The GPS
traces are recorded with a sampling time interval of 10 minutes everyday from 6am to 6pm
in years 2008 to 2010. A single UAV with a fixed speed of 50km/h is simulated for event
data collection from clusterheads. In the case of battery exhaustion, we assume that the
UAV can be recharged so that it can continue to work.
Performance metrics and baselines
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of a path planning strategy, we report the results
according to three performance metrics in our simulation study.
- Value of information (VoI). Maximizing the VoI is the primary goal in designing the
path planning approaches.
- Message delay. Since event messages need to be kept in the sensor buffer until being
sent to the UAV, message delay is an important metric. Long message delay may cause
the loss of event messages.
- Percentage of events collected. Whenever an event is created by the sensor, we add a
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valid time period, isvalid, for each event. In other words, this event expires and the
data can not be collected anymore by the UAV after isvalid amount of time.
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters
Network size 100km× 100km
Time unit 1 min
UAV speed 50 km/h
VoI parameters (A, B) (10.0, 0.02)
Time step length 30 mins
Events generation period ∆t 30 mins
Events expiration isvalid 300 mins
Table 6.1 includes the simulation parameter values used in our experiments. For the perfor-
mance evaluation of the proposed path planning approach TSP-D, we compare its outcome
with the theoretical optimal approach, greedy approach with predicted distribution, and
naive TSP-based approach.
6.4.2 Compared approaches
The optimal approach (TSP-D-Optimal)
In this approach, we feed the UAV with the real animal distribution in which we extract from
the dataset. Note that this approach is only for comparison purposes and in practice cannot
be realized since we cannot predict the future movements of animals with 100% accuracy.
Greedy with predicted distribution (Greedy-D)
This approach also takes our predicted distribution into account; however, the UAV always
pursues the highest reward among the neighboring virtual grids instead of expanding dif-
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ferent possible paths. If all neighboring grids have the same reward, a random selection is
considered.
Naive TSP without predicted distribution (Naive-TSP)
In this approach, we do not provide any prediction information to the UAV. The UAV visits
each clusterhead in a fixed order.
6.4.3 Performance results
We report the performance of each path planning approach in terms of the three metrics:
VoI, message delay and percentage of events collected. For our proposed TSP-D approach,
we also show the performances with different time-step look-aheads.























Figure 6.6: Value of information performance.
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Fig. 6.6 shows the VoI performance collected by different path planning approaches. As
we can see the Naive TSP is the worst approach in this case due to not considering any
animal distribution information. The Greedy-D approach is much better than the Naive
TSP since it takes the predicted animal distribution as input into path planning. But it
always pursues the highest neighboring reward which limits its overall performance. With the
same predicted animal distribution as input, our proposed TSP-D outperforms the Greedy-D
approach because our solution decides next visiting grid based on an estimated rewards in
next lookahead time (240 mins in Fig. 6.6). However, compared with the optimal solution,
TSP-D’s performance is a bit worse. Note that although the optimal approach achieves
better results, it is not practical as we discovered before, therefore, the real winner is TSP-D
approach.

























Figure 6.7: The VoI performance with different look ahead time.
Fig. 6.7 shows the VoI performance with different prediction durations. It can be seen that
in TSP-D approaches, the performance with lookahead time 60 mins is lower than others.
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The reason would be the same with the Greedy-D approach that the local maximum reward
limits the overall performance. As the lookahead time increases, the performances of different
approaches come close to each other. It might be due to the effect of compounding error in
predicting long-term future that misleads the UAV to explore areas where there expectation
will not be met.
Fig. 6.8 shows the box plot of message delay of each path planning approach. Naive TSP ap-
proach shows the worst performance due to not taking into account any animal information.
It is interesting that the Greedy-D approach outperforms other approaches in this metric.
The reason is that, in Greedy-D, the UAV always goes to the neighboring grid with highest
probability of existing animals. It collects event data in a timely manner but it sacrifices the














































Figure 6.8: Message delay performance.
Fig. 6.9 shows the percentage of events collected by each path planning approach. Let us
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remember that an event validation time isvalid is added to each event and if the event is not
collected after isvalid time, it expires. It can be seen that the Naive TSP achieves the best
performance in this metric because the UAV goes in a fixed path which guarantees that most
events can be collected finally. Greedy-D shows the worst performance. As we explained in



















































Figure 6.9: Event message collection performance.
Overall, it can be seen in the experimental results that TSP-D highly outperforms the other
path planning approaches. Compared to the Greedy-D approach, TSP-D produces (4855−
3463)/3463 = 40% increase in VoI and (159− 113)/113 = 41% increase in number of events
collected. Compared to the Naive TSP approach, TSP-D produces (4855 − 1628)/1628 =
198% increase in VoI and (142− 68)/142 = 52% decrease in median message delay.
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Although the Greedy-D path planning approach also relies on the predicted distribution, it
always goes to the neighboring grid with highest potential rewards. As we can see in Fig. 6.8
and Fig. 6.9, Greedy-D mostly tries to minimize the message delay while Naive TSP tries to
maximizes percentage of collected events. On the other hand, in TSP-D the UAV considers
the overall rewards in the next lookahead amount of time. Note that as the UAV collects
data from the grids, the predicted animal distribution can be partially updated with the
observed values. In such a way, a higher performance path planning for the UAV can be
obtained after every grid visit.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we present different path planning approaches based on designing dif-
ferent learning and prediction models on historical data. The goal is to learn state patterns
from historical data and then predict future states of the path planning algorithms.
Chapter 3 presents taxi demand and destination prediction based on historical taxi data.
With the predicted future taxi demand and destination, chapter 4 present a taxi dispatch
center. The goal is to balance the taxi service demand and supply ratio over the city while
minimizing passenger waiting time and taxi idle driving distance. We optimize the taxi
assignment and rebalance by solving a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP). The objective of
the MIP is to minimize the total idle driving distances while serving all the coming requests.
We believe that our approach has a great potential to optimize the distribution of taxis
throughout the city such that the number of taxis required is minimized.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 include two different path planning approaches under the animal
monitoring application in which we use an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to search and
track animals in wild large area. The first path planning approach is based on the permanent
learning from the environment while the second one relies on the recorded animal appearance
data in the past.
In terms of future work, we can extend the taxi dispatch center to consider ride-sharing. It is
a multi-variable optimization problem for taxi time scheduling and path planning. However,
a well-performing demand and destination prediction model is still the key step towards
reaching such an integrated and efficient transportation system.
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